
INNOVATIONS

 “Q” System at originating stations – Crime particularly pick-picketing was rampant at
Mangalore due to huge rush in trains like T.No. 22852 (MAQ - Satraganji) T.No.
12602 (Ex. MAQ - MAS) & T.No. 16603 (MAQ - TVC). In order to regulate the
passenger flow in these trains, Queue system has been introduced with effect from
25.07.2017 at major RPF manned stations with a view to regulate the general class
passengers.

Before Q System

After introduction of Q system

 RPF Corners - In order to showcase and ensure visibility of various good works
performed by RPF in a prominent space of a conspicuous region, like circulating area
where a suitable Television is used. The good works are continuously displayed along
with Do’s and Don’ts for passengers to ensure their safety and security and awareness
on RPF Help Line number 182. This was successfully installed at Palakkad Railway
station on 26.09.2017.

 Observing the success of the above project, miniature RPF Corners were established at
all RPF Posts and Out Posts with space to record messages from beneficiary
passengers.
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 Standalone Cameras: In order to tackle the security issues reported in various block
sections, such as attempt for sabotage of Track, theft of railway fittings from the Track,
Obstructions placed on railway track, Stone pelting on running trains, Tress passing,
ACP’s and Untoward incident like injury or death due to trespass or by falling down
from the trains standalone CCTV cameras were planned as a probable solution.

Composition of the system,
 Solar Panel to provide power supply at isolated locations. Battery to preserve / store the

power generated from the solar panel and to feed the other electrical / electronic
equipment. High quality CCTV camera, which can work under exterior conditions.

CCTV shall also have an internal memory card to store the recordings for at least
24hrs.Router to feed the data from CCTV to Dongle.

 Dongle to stream the CCTV footage on real time basis to RPF control.

Pictures of system and real time footage.

This was successfully installed on 11.09.2017 at KM No.690/600-700 as there were multiple
untoward incident reported. Later it was installed at KM.635/600-700 and KM No.620, as
there were numerous complaints about anti-social persons movement and also about stone
pelting.

It is also installed at KM No.761to have reconnaissance on the Valapattanam Railway bridge.

 DRM Office under CCTV Surveillance

Security Audit of DRM Office wasdone and CCTV was installed at entry/exit to ensure
comprehensive Security at DRM Office.

 Bike patrolling
Due to the sudden spurt in incidents of stone pelting towards running trains caused
injury to bonafide passengers as well as damage to Railway property was reported.
Since there were no clear conclusion of a specific hotspot, Bike patrolling was
introduced from 15.10.2017 between SRR-CLT section and CAN –KGQ section. This
led the to the domination of the area by RPF by their continuous presence and
accordingly multiple persons were prosecuted under relevant sections of Railways Act
which send a clear message in these region.
Due to the above system the prevalence of stone pelting incidents is come down and is
particularly low in the above-mentioned patrolled sections.
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